
试题三

I. Listen to the passage and fill in the blanks. (25%)

China’s long history, vast    1     and extensive    2    with other nations

and    3    have given birth to the    4    Chinese culinary art. With several

thousand years of creative and accumulative    5   , the Chinese cuisine has

become increasingly    6    among more and more    7    gourmets, virtually

functioning as an envoy of friendship in China’s cultural     8    with foreign

countries.

Modern China enjoys a worldwide    9    as the Kingdom of Cuisine. The

10   Chinese culinary art, regarded indisputably as one of the world’s finest

culinary traditions, has__11  all over the world. The nearly endless variety of

natural   12    and methods of preparation   13   in Chinese cuisine stand out

unequaled in the world, which may very well    14    for the universal    15   of

Chinese restaurants and Chinese cooking overseas.

The three essential factors, or   16    elements, by which Chinese cooking

are    17   , are known as color, aroma and taste. The color of Chinese food,

the first of these elements that is so   18    at Chinese    19   , includes the

20    and design of dishes. It also includes the    21    of the raw materials

used  and  the    22     of  seasonings.  Aroma  and  taste  depend  on  the

appropriate  culinary method  (such  as  stir-fry,  baking  and  steaming)  and

proper seasoning (which involves the texture of food and the fine slicing   23

). These three essential elements---color, aroma and taste--- are achieved by

the careful     24    of a series of delicate activities: selecting    25   , mixing

flavors, timing the cooking, controlling the heat and finally, laying out the food



on the plate before reaching the table.

II. Write a Farewell Speech. (25%)

III. Answer the following questions. (20%)

1. What  is  the  right  way for  the  local  guide  to  deal  with  the  recreational

activity that is included or excluded in the group’s scheduled program?

2. What should the local guide do if a Chinese American (an American citizen

of  Chinese  origin)  lost  his  passport  while  the  group  is  sightseeing  in

Guangzhou?

IV. Oral test. (30%)


